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Abstract- Security is prime concern in the age of the 

information security , whether we are sharing the 

simple file or transaction amount online , accessing 

ATM. Today’s world ATM are going in number to ease 

the people in accessing the cash, together with the ease 

provided to the people also there the risk related to the 

ATM security. The algorithm proposed in the paper 

provides the handful support in improving the security 

using the dynamic images point based password system 

and together with the encrypted pins to further enhance 

the security. 

 

Index Terms- Security, Online Transactions, ATM 

Security, Point Based Password. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Online banking has turned out to be logically 

important to the benefit of economic foundations also 

as including convenience for his or her clients. since 

the scope of consumers victimization on-line banking 

will increment, on-line banking frameworks have 

turned into additional interesting focuses for 

lawbreakers to assault. To keep up their clients' trust 

and confidence in the security of their on-line 

financial balances, money foundations ought to set up 

however aggressors trade off records and create 

approaches to protect them. The unmistakable feature 

with respect to security in industry is that the 

protection stance of a bank doesn't depend altogether 

on the shields and practices implemented by the 

bank, it's similarly dependent on the attention of the 

clients victimization the banking channel and 

furthermore the nature of complete - client terminals. 

This makes the errand for shielding information 

confidentiality and trustworthiness a bigger test for 

the industry.[1]  

 
For any OLT (Online Transaction) the client first 

initiates the workstation so open web-program, gets 

to the net banking site of the bank and enters the ID 

or Personal unmistakable range (PIN) and 

accordingly the word by victimization the console or 

virtual console. SSL (Secure Socket Layer) encode 

the data transmitted between customer's PC and 

bank's server. The bank's server decodes the 

transmitted information and procedures the client's 

authentication, account request, account exchange, 

and so forth however all through this entire procedure 

commonness of malevolent applications that take 

money account information has raised drastically 

finished the past couple of years, typically prompting 

casualties losing hard money. The assailants tend to 

center around the weakest connection regardles s of 

whether it's host pc or bank's server or bank's site. 

Once the attacker has administration over a client's pc 

in any case, he or she will have the capacity to make 

the most by Interruption, Interception, and 

Modification Fabrication of knowledge.[1]  

   

ATTACKS ON SECURITY 

 

A plenitude of attacks is regularly conceivable to 

mount on any authentication framework. There exists 

a vegetation of inventive names for every single 

conceivable attack in particular contexts. For instance 

the interception of a plaintext password, in the event 
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that it is done while looking on a client writing it on a 

terminal, is called bear surfing yet when done over a 

system it is called password sniffing and so on. This 

part will structure the attacks relying upon crucial 

similitudes between them. 

 
Fig 1 Classification of different kinds of attacks  

 

RELATED STUDY 

 

Gi-Chul Yang," et. Al ,2015 [1] To take care of the 

issue of content based password authentication, 

graphical passwords utilizing pictures have advanced. 

Graphical passwords process authentication by 

choosing the correct positions on the picture appeared 

on the screen. These conventional graphical password 

plans can't be utilized for recognition if the right 

points on the screen can't be chosen in a similar 

request. To take care of this issue, another graphical 

password conspire called PassPositions was 

presented. PassPositions were outlined based on all 

inclusive plan, so it is easy to understand for 

everyone, paying little mind to their physical 

capacities. Be that as it may, in specific cases, 

PassPositions has some feeble points. In this paper 

will recognize an issue of PassPositions, and enhance 

the PassPositions.This paper learned about graphical 

password among authentication strategies that can 

supplant content based authentication strategy, and 

desribes PassPositions which is another concept of 

graphical password framework implementation 

method. PassPositions produce the authentication 

code by exploiting the relative positions of the 

selection points, making it simple for individuals who 

can't choose the right outright position.  

 

SALMA ABID RAZVI,. et. Al ,2017 [2] A bank 

assumes an indispensable part in individuals' life.A 

bank connects clients with shortfall advantages for 

clients with surplus assets.Net dealing with a record 

suggests the structure that enables bank customers to 

get to records and general information on bank things 

and administrations through individual computer(PC) 

or other wise devices and it additionally performs 

virtual banking functions. Bank's first point is to 

accomplish the trust of clients then clients report their 

personal subtle elements ,Security of the clients is the 

prime concern of the banks and it has its own 

measures to secure customer points of interest and 

transactions i.e.; both online and offline.The 

significant security measures are confidentiality, 

integrity,availability and exactness. Aside from all 

the security measures,banking is prone to hacking 

attacks because of open wellspring of public.This 

paper predominantly expects to providesecurity to 

online banking utilizing graphical passwords 

authentication methods like review and recognition.. 

In this paper they conclude that to defeat these sorts 

of cheats or to give greater security to our 

information they can utilize graphical password 

strategies. In some outside nations like USA and 

Scotland are utilizing the Graphical Password 

procedures to secure clients identity.This strategy 

ought to be executed all through the world  

 

S. Pandey, R. Motwani, P. Nayyar and C. Bakhtiani 

[3] In this paper, creators talk about how to keep 

clients' passwords from being stolen by foes. Literary 

based password authentication conspire have a 

tendency to be more defenseless against attacks, for 

example, bear surfing. To beat the vulnerabilities of 

traditional strategies, visual or graphical password 

plans have been created as conceivable elective 

solutions to content based plan. In any case, 

essentially embracing graphical password 

authentication likewise has a few downsides; thus 

some crossover plans based on content and in 

addition designs were produced. Creators propose a 

virtual password concept including a little measure of 

human processing to secure clients' passwords in on-

line environments. Creators additionally break down 

how the proposed plot safeguards against phishing, 

key lumberjack, bear surfing, man in the center and 

session capturing attacks.  

 

J. Weaver, K. Taunt and B. Hoanca Researchers [4] 

have proposed frameworks in which clients use an 

eye tracker to enter passwords by just taking a gander 

at the correct images on the PC monitor in the proper 
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request. This authentication strategy is resistant to the 

act of shoulder surfing: secretly watching the 

keystrokes of a real client as he or she composes a 

password on a keyboard. In this paper we depict the 

EyeDent framework in which clients validate by 

taking a gander at the images on an on-screen 

keyboard to enter their password. Existing eye-

following based authentication frameworks require 

the client to stay or press a trigger when taking a 

gander at every image. Rather, in EyeDent, look 

points are consequently grouped to decide the client's 

chosen images; this approach has the advantage of 

enabling clients to confirm at their normal speed, as 

opposed to with a settled stay time. Additionally, the 

nonattendance of a noticeable trigger does not 

uncover the quantity of images in the password. 

Results from preparatory investigations show that 

speedy (3 seconds for a 4 digit PIN) authentication is 

conceivable utilizing this plan, yet more work is 

expected to represent calibration blunder, and to 

progressively adjust framework parameters to the 

characteristics of individual clients. V. A. Kanade 

[11] IoT is revolutionizing the way we live today. 

Countless gadgets are entering the Internet connected 

world and sending/accepting tons of information at 

scales at no other time seen. Advanced cells, brilliant 

iceboxes, keen groups, action monitors, savvy 

watches and bounty more gadgets are flawlessly 

speaking with each other. Preceding the rise of 

Internet of Things (IoT), the information makers and 

consumers were substantial endeavors. Aside from 

the substantial undertakings — in the event that we 

could watch the banking and transportation areas, one 

would see that banks handled information alluding to 

the millions of transactions regular — Transportation 

organizations like FedEx were encompassed by 

ubiquitous information points — around each bundle 

they conveyed. The greater part of the previously 

mentioned information should have been put away in 

a safe environment. Today, information stockpiling is 

establishing its base beyond the conventional 

ventures — into the IoT structure — managing more 

current scenes for up and coming businesses (e.g. 

shrewd homes) and IoT gadgets (e.g. savvy). With 

every one of the information being traded between 

plenty of gadgets, putting away and recalling the 

secret and touchy information (i.e. passwords, keys) 

is representing a genuine test. With the appearance of 

IoT, number of gadgets controlled by an individual 

has near multiplied — inferable from the expansion 

in touchy secret information. This paper manages a 

novel invention in the field of 'IoT stockpiling' for 

safely putting away touchy information (keys, 

passwords, secrets for client authentication) on a 

natural human hair. The invention gives a strategy for 

cryptographically putting away information onto a 

natural optical memory by utilizing 'Excimer Laser' 

and getting to the put away information by utilizing 

'Multi-Wavelength LED' light source.. 

 

V. A. Kanade [5] IoT is revolutionizing the way we 

live today. Countless gadgets are entering the Internet 

connected world and sending/getting tons of 

information at scales at no other time seen. Advanced 

cells, savvy iceboxes, shrewd groups, movement 

monitors, brilliant watches and bounty more gadgets 

are flawlessly speaking with each other. Preceding 

the rise of Internet of Things (IoT), the information 

makers and consumers were extensive ventures. 

Aside from the substantial undertakings — on the off 

chance that we could watch the banking and 

transportation divisions, one would see that banks 

prepared information alluding to the millions of 

transactions ordinary — Transportation organizations 

like FedEx were encompassed by inescapable 

information points — around each bundle they 

conveyed. The greater part of the previously 

mentioned information should have been put away in 

a safe environment. Today, information stockpiling is 

establishing its base beyond the conventional 

endeavors — into the IoT system — managing more 

up to date scenes for forthcoming businesses (e.g. 

keen homes) and IoT gadgets (e.g. savvy). With 

every one of the information being traded between 

plenty of gadgets, putting away and recollecting the 

secret and delicate information (i.e. passwords, keys) 

is representing a genuine test. With the appearance of 

IoT, number of gadgets controlled by an individual 

has near multiplied — inferable from the expansion 

in delicate secret information. This paper manages a 

novel invention in the field of 'IoT stockpiling' for 

safely putting away touchy information (keys, 

passwords, secrets for client authentication) on a 

natural human hair. The invention gives a technique 

for cryptographically putting away information onto 

a natural optical memory by utilizing 'Excimer Laser' 

and getting to the put away information by utilizing 

'Multi-Wavelength LED' light source.  
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PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES 

 

The Conventional Password Scheme is an old and 

most generally utilized password scheme. In this 

scheme the client enters or logs in into the framework 

through his username and password. The framework 

initially verifies the client from the client database 

and based on authentication of the client and after 

that concedes the entrance to the framework is 

granted.The favorable position of conventional 

password scheme is that it gives the security of 

information by enabling only confirmed clients to get 

to the framework. Be that as it may, such scheme is 

defenseless against attacks like Shoulder Surfing, 

Key lumberjacks, Phishing Attacks and Login 

Spoofing and so on.  

The key stroke dynamics [13] (likewise called the 

composing dynamics) records the key press and key 

timings. It doesn't manage "what" the client has 

entered the password; it manages "how" the client has 

entered the password. The Key Stroke Dynamics 

stores the accompanying time examples of the client 

along with the conventional password.  

 Time between the key squeezed and discharge  

 Time between the two keys squeezed.  

 The name of the key squeezed  

Biometric password entering mood of individual 

clients  

The Keystroke Dynamics began from the word 

transmit which is an electronically message going 

framework through novel click examples of key 

clicks. Transmit machine was concocted in 1884 in 

which the client clicks the diverse planning examples 

to create a message. The message is then sent to the 

destination through the electric wires.  

Points of interest of key stroke dynamics incorporate 

that no need of additional equipment, only great 

programming aptitudes are required to actualize such 

authentication framework. It opposes to password 

attacks like shoulder surfing, phishing, key 

lumberjacks and so on. Additionally the attacker can't 

get into the framework regardless of whether he/she 

gets the password. Disservices of Key Stroke 

Dynamics incorporate that password rejection rate is 

high because of various levels of composing rate of 

clients and User feels it as an additional overhead. It 

can be successful in various mental conditions of the 

client (i.e. joy, pity, hypertension and so on.).  

 

PROPOSED CONCEPT 

 

ATM is one of most utilized machine that has 

changed the traditional arrangement of trading money 

with bank. The coming of ATM changed the method 

for consumers to deal with their money. In universe 

of innovation, the greater part of consumers depend 

on ATM for money transaction, store and exchange, 

as it is simple and tedious. The ATM card have an 

attractive strip on back that record the client's action 

for the day to look after record. Swiping of ATM 

card into the machine and entering a PIN number for 

playing out any movement is getting dangerous step 

by step for consumers. Attackers may do extortion by 

embeddings an attractive strip inside the ATM 

machine keyboard that can without much of a stretch 

follow the PIN number entered by consumer. 

Stick number can't stay confidential as it can be 

effectively followed by attackers and further can be 

utilized to profit from that card number and PIN 

number. To keep PIN number confidential from 

attackers, the dissertation is giving an elective better 

thought where holder will be given a miniaturized 

scale chip ATM card. This miniaturized scale chip 

will be installed under the control of holder, which 

will contact ATM card through radio waves. This 

irregular number will go about as a PIN for that 

transaction, and will be known by holder of that card 

only. The number will be known as a primary 

concern of holder through the chip. At whatever point 

the holder will swipe ATM card into machine, every 

last time another number will get created, and that 

might be known to the owner itself. This will wipe 

out the possibility of misrepresentation and 

pernicious attacks from ATMs. 

Typically a changeless PIN number is given by the 

bank to every ATM card, which is utilized amid each 

transaction. Recalling PIN number may get 

troublesome for a few people, and they compose it 

some place on a bit of paper or in cell phones. Along 

these lines can enable attackers to take PIN to 

number effectively, and can do misrepresentation 

transactions different circumstances. Another 

approach of producing irregular PIN number at every 

transaction will diminish the weight of recollecting 

PIN number. 
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Regularly, ATM card cum Debit Cards are 

additionally utilized for online installment and 

exchange. With Internet get to, every one of the 

points of interest of the card can be recorded by 

programmers online when card subtle elements are 

being entered via card proprietor amid any online 

transaction. This may prompt an incredible 

misfortune to the consumer. In any case, another 

concept can change the phenomenon by creating 

arbitrary PIN number each time at whatever point the 

ATM card cum Debit card is being gotten to. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This section contains elaborative strategy, system and 

method to be followed in the work abridged 

previously.  

As a contrasting option to utilize checks for money 

withdrawal, exchange or to stay away from/decrease 

the fakes coming up step by step with expanding 

utilization of ATMs, another technique is taken after 

with a plan to diminish malignant attacks by 

programmers on financial balances.  

In this new approach, ATMs will fill in as an 

information terminal with data sources and yields. 

The information that ATMs will take would be only 

the swipe of ATM card, PIN number through 

keyboard and decision of choosing options like 

money withdrawal, adjust request, exchange money, 

and so on. When the card will be acknowledged, the 

host processor connected with ATM will contact to 

the bank of that ATM card. Bank will produce 

irregular PIN number and send it to have processor. 

The host processor will exchange the number created 

to ATM card that is swiped into machine, and the 

small scale chip implanted in the owner will come to 

know the arbitrary PIN number by means of radio 

waves. Chip will now pass the PIN number to holder. 

This PIN number will be known to the holder only, 

and he/she can enter the PIN number for that specific 

transaction. Since, each time another irregular PIN 

number will be created by the bank framework, the 

odds of misrepresentation will limit often. As, 

programmers will never come to know PIN number 

of ATM cards. The holder will effectively perform 

transaction various circumstances with different 

PIN's produced in each swipe of ATM card. Record 

of all transactions will be kept by bank through 

attractive strip behind each card. 

 

Algorithm for Account Registration  

Step 1 : Read the Details of the Account 

Step 2: Select the Pictures for the List of the 

Available pictures. 

Step 3 : Click on anywhere in the picture to get the 

Coordinates. 

Step 4: Repeat the Step 4 for four times to store all 

the 4 coordinates used for the security purpose. 

Step 5: Store the details in the database. 

 

Algorithm for Account Login 

Step 1 : Enter the ATM Card  Number ( equivalent to 

Swiping the Card) 

Step 2: Select the Image used for account 

registration. 

Step 3 : Click on anywhere in the picture to get the 

Coordinates. 

Step 4: Repeat the Step 4 for four times to store all 

the 4 coordinates used for the security purpose. 

Step 5: Verify with details in the database and if 

success then grant access for the entering the Pin. 

Step 6. Random Encrypted Pin in then required to 

enter by the user and after validation the next step is 

proceeded. 

The implementation is done in Visual Studio 2010 

and using database SQL Express 2008, in the account 

creation ,  account number is entered user them 

prompted to select the image from the list of options , 

the one you have selected at the time of the 

registration process. And after you select the image 

the next step is to enter the coordinates you have 

specified at the time of the account registration 

process. 

After all the details are verified with the database and 

then the user will pin will be generated to perform the 

next step. 

 

Fig 2. Point Based Password Screen 

And the card number is then searched in the database 

to check out its existence and then a unique pin is 
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automatically generated and stored in another table to 

simulate the auto pin generation in wrist band chip. 

 

Fig 3. Pin Number Entering Form 

Using this form we will enter the pin number, which 

is generated automatically. When we click on 

“CHIP” button, it will show the password or pin 

number which is currently generated. 

 It is the randomly generated number. When the right 

number is entered then the ATM welcome screen will 

appear. 

 
Fig 4. Pin Number on Chip 

 

TESTING PROPOSED WORK 

 

The tests can be summarized using the table 1, which 

shows the result of the Key strength using the three 

tools which we have taken for the testing purpose. 

Table 1 Test Result Analysis Table 

Test Key Website/Tool Result 

t2/zO1@#*& Password Meter Very Strong 

t2/zO1@#*& Password 

Checker 

Excellent 

Strength 

t2/zO1@#*& Cryptool2 Entropy 3.84 

Very Strong 

   

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The financial industry's expanding reliance on cutting 

edge innovations has two noteworthy implications. 

To begin with, the financial organizations that 

receive these advancements can use as good as ever 

benefits, understand inheritance issues and present 

focused differentiation subsequently. Second, the 

expanded many-sided quality of these frameworks 

makes more potential frail spots for cybercriminals to 

abuse. It likewise drives up the cost required to 

satisfactorily inquire about, create and convey these 

propelled innovations and administrations to clients.  

Dealing with these complexities and related dangers 

is the key to enhancing the condition of security in 

banking. A security pioneer's principle need is to 

shield attackers from picking up passage to the 

organization's IT environment and wreaking 

devastation. With any rupture, the potential for loss 

of information, trust and income is high, and it can 

imprint general reputation too.  

The concept proposed in dissertation using the Wrist 

Band concept and picture coordinate based 

passwoesd will further enhance the level of security 

in banks. 

FUTURE WORK 

 

In the dissertation , the security applied depends on 

the photo which is being provided as an input by 

browsing the respected file , in the future work , the 

usage of camera can be included to click the real time 

picture that can be used for the validation work and 

also can include the  figure print to cross validate the  

user. 
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